8th May 2015

Prof. Shih-Cheng Horng
Chaoyang University Tech Sci & Engineering
Bldg E726, 168 Jifong E Rd
Wufeng Dist
Taichung City 41349
Taiwan ROC

Dear Prof. Horng,

2000 OUTSTANDING INTELLECTUALS
OF THE 21ST CENTURY ~ 9TH EDITION ~

The Oxford English Dictionary defines intellectualism as the "doctrine that knowledge is wholly or mainly derived from pure reason" and it follows by saying that an intellectual is a "person possessing a good understanding, enlightened person".

Surely, therefore, this definition is the reason for your selection to be included in this prestigious publication which is due for release in late 2015. I invite you to take your place within its pages. Only two thousand intellectuals can be featured from across the world and I therefore urge you to complete the enclosed questionnaire as soon as possible. Publication and distribution of 2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century is worldwide following promotion by the International Biographical Centre. Many copies of this title, a major reference work containing an extensive selection of the world's most notable intellectuals will be housed in libraries and research institutions including the Library of Congress in Washington DC and the British Library in London.

There is no charge whatsoever for inclusion, but you are also being given the opportunity to purchase your very own copy of 2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century, which will be case bound in a luxurious burgundy covering with gold embossing on both the cover and spine along with a ribbon marker matching the colour of the cover, available at a significant pre-publication discount. The pre-publication discount includes the COMPLIMENTARY embossing of your name in gold on the front cover.

Also available is the Outstanding Intellectual Diploma which will provide a beautiful personalised memento, measuring 8½ x 11 inches, printed on fine parchment paper, signed by our Editor-in-Chief and supplied ready for framing, bearing your name and a citation giving your reason for inclusion.

Alongside our Diploma the Outstanding Intellectual Medal, shown opposite, is another fine memento commemorating your inclusion in 2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century. Designed in-house and created by our leading regalia-makers, the silver-finished medal bears the International Biographical Centre design in relief on the obverse. The reverse shows '2000 Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century', edition, year of bestowal and your name, this delightful medal may be displayed to most impressive effect in its presentation box.

Over...

https://www.facebook.com/ibbcen
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